Aiguille du Midi : «Contamine»
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By Contamine, Bozon, Juge and Labrunie 1957

“La Contamine” is a classic route on the Aiguille du Midi. The pitches are beautiful and sustained. The crack in pitch 5
which crosses the vertical wall of the summit is particularly aesthetic.

Approach: 15 minutes from Aiguille du Midi
The start of “La Contamine” is common to the usual start of the “Rébuffat-Baquet” route. The approach abseiling from the
top is possible, but not recommended at times when the routes are heavily frequented. Many rope-teams are in the South
face until mid-afternoon. Prefer an approach from the bottom coming out at the summit, or abseiling during the less busy
hours of the day.
- Glacier gear
- 2 racks of camalots C4 up to n°3 (only one blue 3.)
- 1 rack of C3 or X4 .1 .2 .3
- 1 rack of nuts
- 12 quickdraws

Itinerary

- 200m of rock climbing / compulsory 6a+
- fixed anchors
- 2 bolts and chain at the anchor
- Route has been rebolted
- 50 meter rappels. 60m ropes advised

P1 30m 6a+

From R0 climb left the corner common to the Rébuffat-Baquet route for fifteen or so meters. At the height
of the first ring, leave the Rébuffat-Baquet route and move towards the right. Join a line of cracked
corner until R1.

P2 20m 6a

From R1, reach above a thin oblique rainbow-shaped crack going upward left. R2 is at the end of the
crack, slightly above. Aerial and beautiful.

5b
R3

Variant: From the Rébuffat’s ring, go left, reach the back of the big roof, follow it towards the right.
No anchor at the end of the roof. Continue in the corner, piton, climb over the overhang on the left and
reach R2. (45m from R0). It is also possible, from R1, to reach the last section of the variant. Watch out
for drag.

6b/6b+

P3 40m 6b/6b+ From R2, climb the fluted cracks above the anchor. Climb over the roof with a delicate and intense move,
and continue right with two athletic cracks, pitons. After the difficult part, continue with the line of cracks.
R3 is on the right, in a pronounced corner.
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P4 40m 5b/5c
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P5 35m 7a

From R3, climb the big corner above. It is possible to build an anchor on a platform or continue in one
single pitch by climbing the short, slightly delicate rise (5c). Reach an easy, sometimes snowy area, watch
out for unstable rocks. R4 is at the top of the plateaus, slightly on the left of the very visible crack of pitch5
From R4, reach right to a vertical crack. Watch out for the big bloc at the start. After about 20m, climb a
short athletic wall, pitons and bolts, and then traverse right following a diagonal crack. Get to the R5 flat
through an easier section which moves up towards the right.

Descent
-From R5, follow the abseil line of “Contamine” route. Watch out, R4 is not equipped for rappelling. Use the “R4 Rappel”

which is a few meters to the right. “R4 rappel” allows you to then reach R3 with a 50m rope.

By the summit of the Aiguille
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Translation by Aanoud Petermann

-From R5, continue the climb passing right of the obvious spur. Anchor above the couloir of the second-to-last pitch of the
Rébuffat route (5b). A last short pitch leads to the summit (6b). With a short diagonal rappel in the North face, reach the
tourist gallery of Aiguille du midi.

Par Contamine, Bozon, Juge et Labrunie 1957

«Two-part» itinerary

Aiguille du Midi : «Contamine»

Approach: 15 minutes from Aiguille du Midi
The start of “La Contamine” is common to the usual start of the “Rébuffat-Baquet”
route. The approach abseiling from the top is possible, but not recommended at
times when the routes are heavily frequented. Many rope-teams are in the South
face until mid-afternoon. Prefer an approach from the bottom coming out at the
summit, or abseiling during the less busy hours of the day.

- Glacier gear
- 2 racks of camalots C4 up to n°3 (only one blue 3.)
- 1 rack of C3 or X4 .1 .2 .3
- 1 rack of nuts
- 12 quickdraws
- 200m of rock climbing / compulsory 6a+
- fixed anchors
- 2 bolts and chain at the anchor
- Route has been rebolted
- 50 meter rappels. 60m ropes advised

Descent
-From R5, follow the abseil line of “Contamine” route. Watch out, R4 is not equip-

ped for rappelling. Use the “R4 Rappel” which is a few meters to the right. “R4
rappel” allows you to then reach R3 with a 50m rope.

By the summit of the Aiguille

-From R5, continue the climb passing right of the obvious spur. Anchor above the
couloir of the second-to-last pitch of the Rébuffat route (5b). A last short pitch leads
to the summit (6b). With a short diagonal rappel in the North face, reach the tourist
gallery of Aiguille du midi.
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